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Musculoskeletal diseases (problems) cause economic loss in the billions. The increase in efficiency of treatments in
the framework of Medical Training Therapy (MTT) and targeted prevention are effective measures for the reduction of effort and improvement of results.
The securing of the efficiency of the therapeutic and preventative measures of the MTT is completely dependent
on the quality of the diagnosis and the thus resulting targeted dosage of physical strain. The physical strain is the
trigger for the active-adaptive reactions, which are the basis of the regenerative processes. Thus strain is a therapeutic. This therapeutic is only effective if the quality of diagnosis, dosability and control of the physical strain
exposition is guaranteed.

SUBJECT OF STUDY

MOST COMMON CAUSES OF PROBLEMS

From a cybernetic point of view the musculoskeletal system, that
is the human movement system, is a psychophysical “bio machine” with an enormous renewal and regeneration (self-healing)
potential in case of loss of functionality due to overload or accidents. The mechanics of this machine consist of 208-214 bones,
187 joints and 639 muscles, which are functionally connected by
a great number of ligaments, tendons, cartilage and soft tissue.
The spine alone consists of 23 spinal discs, 224 ligaments, 133
joints and 143 muscles. It is an extremely complex system with a
great number of degrees of freedom.
The securing and realization of the functionality of such a movement system is realized through the enormous control and regulating capabilities of the central nervous system and the existence
of a great number of powerful sensomotor drives that can be
controlled and regulated. Each muscle with its control and regulation on the spinal and supraspinal regulation levels is such a
sensomotor drive.
The human motion function thus has 639 sensomotor drives.

The impairment of performance of the motion function and the
resulting problems are in the majority of cases (for the back in
85 per cent of cases) a result of developing deficiencies in the
control programmes of the sensomotor function. This can lead
to neuromuscular imbalances or neuromuscular deficits of the
joint motor function. Muscular imbalances and deficits are also
the causes of diminished resilience of the joint stabilising musculature. Thus a permanent overload is created, which in turn can
lead to pain, sometimes lasting pain.
The causes for the emergence of neuromuscular imbalances and
deficits can be found in our modern way of living:
Immobility: Cause of muscular deficits
Bad/Wrong Posture: Cause of muscular imbalances

TREATMENT AIMS
The most important treatment aims are:
» Identify existing neuromuscular imbalances and deficits and
coordinative deficits of the skeletal musculature (sensomotor
function) and
» Eradicate these through targeted strain in the framework of a
medically controlled functional training (MTT)
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PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
OF THE REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
The functional complexity of the musculoskeletal system requires
a number of specialised device systems, which in their totality
constitute the equipment of a biomechanical lab.
The following computer-supported test and treatment systems
by BfMC are the basis of such a laboratory:
1. PEGASUS
Diagnosis and treatment system for the back (skeletal motor
function)
2. CENTAUR
Diagnosis and treatment system for the back (skeletal motor
function)
3. ATLAS
Diagnosis and treatment system for the body balance (skeletal
motor function)

CENTAUR

EACH OF THESE DEVICE SYSTEMS:
»
Accounts for the three dimensionality of the musculature
through real 3D testing and training
» Allows for the identification and reduction of neuromuscular
imbalances and deficits:
- Neuromuscular imbalances are identified through measuring
the exertion of strength and of the range of motion in the anatomical main planes and through comparison of the results
- N
 euromuscular deficits are identified through measuring the
exertion of strength in the anatomical main planes and through
comparison of the results with specific reference values
- Neuromuscular imbalances and deficits are reduced through
creation of a defined strain on the skeletal sensomotor function through a defined and well dosed load
» Allows for an exact dosage and definition of the structure
of physical strain (important to achieve therapeutic effects)
through Biofeedback training:
- Capture of individual data
- Definition of training structure
- Control of the trainings through online biofeedback methods
- Display of results, documentation and archiving

DEVICE

PEGASUS

PEGASUS
The future of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of back problems

Power and mobility:
measured precisely, strengthened specifically
The complexity of the back requires an equally complex system for the precise diagnosis and treatment of back problems. These requirements are ideally met by the computer-supported test and training system (CTT) PEGASUS
in a very time-efficient way. The range of motion and the strength profiles of
the spine-stabilizing musculature are measured in all anatomical main plains.
Thus mobility and strength deficits and imbalances are identified. On the
basis of these results a specific, highly efficient training (maximum strength,
strength endurance, strength coordination and mobility training) of the sensomotor systems of the lumbar spine can be created. Thereby existing muscular imbalances and performance deficits are eradicated and the natural
mobility and resilience of the spine reestablished and retained.

Diagnosis and treatment of the thoracic and lumbar spine
joint motor function: CTT PEGASUS with BioMC Software
» Measurement of the range of motion of the spine, especially in the thoracic and lumbar segments. The measurement can be conducted simultaneously or successively in the anatomic planes. That way, it is possible to
objectify existing deficits of the range of motion, define treatment targets
and document the recovery progress
» Measurement of the exertion of strength in any measuring point of the anatomic planes of the thoracic and lumbar spine joint motor function. Any
specific measuring point is exactly reproducible. The measuring position
can be locked; the measured values (of the chosen effective directions) are
stored and displayed as polar (radar) and column charts.
» Execution of a specific training (treatment) of the sensomotor systems of
the thoracic and lumbar spine joint motor function under isometric and
auxotonic working conditions. The training aims at reducing existing muscular imbalances and deficits and at restoring and improving the natural
range of motion and resilience of the spine in those segments
» A complex test for the identification of functional imbalances and deficits
only takes 15 minutes
» Networking of the device and storage of data for an efficient execution of
tests and training

3D CTT PEGASUS
Three dimensional computersupported test and training
device system
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CENTAUR
The future of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of back problems

Strengthen the back, keep the posture
The majority of back problems are the result of functional imbalances and
deficits of the torso sensomotor function. CTT CENTAUR identifies and
treats these. With this device the global torso musculature can be specifically strengthened and its coordination trained. Furthermore, for the first time
it is possible to directly train the local, deeper lying (autochthonic) muscles.
CTT CENTAUR works on the basis of the following active principles:
» Through a coordinated tilt of the body, the torso needs to be stabilized
against gravity
» Through tilting and rotation the body is put into an instable position so that
the balance analyser sends impulses to the deeper lying muscles
» Through an upright posture during the training, the muscles are strengthened in the position in which they have to do the most supporting work
» Through a precisely reproducible application of strain a targeted and exactly documentable therapy and training becomes possible

Effective prevention, rehabilitation and training
with CTT CENTAUR:
» Three-dimensional computer-supported training for the muscles of the
lumbar spine segment including those on the side and the stomach muscles
» Determination of neuromuscular imbalances and deficits in the lumbar
spine segment
» Targeted training to eradicate existing neuromuscular imbalances and deficits
» Conditioning of the musculature as precondition of the general stabilising
of the back and as basis for any further training
» Controlled activation of the autochthonic back musculature, initiated
through instrumental proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF)
» Neuromuscular training through activating the balance analyser
» Functional training through synergetic demand on the balance analyser and
the sensomotor systems of the lumbar, thoracic and cervical spine motor
» Cardio-pulmonary training through straining and relieving the blood vessels in tilt
» Isokinetic training device
» Networking of the device and storage of data for an efficient execution of
tests and training

CTT CENTAUR
Three dimensional computersupported test and training
device system

INFORMATION

COMPARISON PEGASUS & CENTAUR

COMPARISON
PEGASUS
& CENTAUR
BfMC back treatment center consisting of CTT
PEGASUS and CTT CENTAUR
A modern center for the treatment of back problems requires
both CENTAUR and PEGASUS.
BfMC offers two main back treatment devices: CTT PEGASUS and
CTT CENTAUR. Rather than being competing devices, both serve
to treat the complexity of problems of back pain better. Both devices complement each other; however, each can also be applied
with success on its own according to the problem at hand. The
spine, as you know, is stabilised by muscles. There are two large
groups of muscles involved in this, the deliberate (global) motor
function and the autonomous (local) motor function (which cannot be controlled through one’s own will).
PEGASUS is focussed on the deliberate motor function – muscles
which can be controlled at will.
CENTAUR is focussed on the autonomous motor function – the
small muscles that stabilise the individual vertebrae of the spine
(muscles that cannot be activated deliberately).
In the development of PEGASUS, BfMC focussed on building a
device that allows complex diagnoses of neuromuscular imbalances and deficits of the spine-stabilizing musculature in a very
time-saving manner. Of course one can also conduct a targeted
training/treatment with PEGASUS. However, PEGASUS requires
higher involvement of staff to be operated during training/treatment than CENTAUR.
In the development of CENTAUR, BfMC focussed on building a
device that allows complex treatment / training in a time-saving
manner with minimal staff involvement. One can also solve diagnostic tasks with CENTAUR. However, PEGASUS solves diagnostic
tasks in a more comprehensive and efficient way. The handling
of CENTAUR is very comfortable and requires only minimal staff
involvement.

Both devices have a number of features that
complement each other, e.g.:
»C
 ENTAUR uses the gravitational field of the earth to yield certain
effects to optimize the collaboration of the spatially distributed
local and global musculature of the back and to improve the endurance of the spine. No other known product in the world can
achieve those effects and that is what makes CENTAUR unique.
» P EGASUS on the other hand allows very efficiently the improvement respectively of the targeted activation and differentiated
application of strengths of the spine-stabilizing musculature.
This can be done in the entire range of motion of the spine
and in all anatomical main planes. No other known product
in the world can achieve these effects and that is what makes
PEGASUS unique.
With PEGASUS and CENTAUR there is a huge (and up to now
unthought-of) potential for the treatment and prevention of back
problems using both systems together.
All customers that bought PEGASUS in the past, have also bought
CENTAUR or are planning to do so.
All customers that bought CENTAUR in the past, have also bought
PEGASUS or are planning to do so.
No other known products in the world achieve the functionality
of CENTAUR or PEGASUS.
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ATLAS

ATLAS
The future of diagnosis, treatment and prevention

Healthy balance
Coordinative abilities are essential conditions for the general
performance of the body. An unequal distribution of the body’s
weight onto the legs can lead to postural deformity and increased
wear of joints. A good posture, however, can be trained.

Coordination and correction:
CTT Balance Platform ATLAS with BioMC Software
» Determination of the distribution of the body weight onto the
legs
» Early diagnosis of the causes of potential future postural deformities and of increased wear of the joints (knee, hip and
spine) becomes possible
» Execution of a balance test, which allows to determine the performance of the concerned sensomotor function by comparing
the calculated and actual center of gravity of the body
» Execution of different training programmes: Training to equally
distribute the body weight onto both legs in the standing position; conscious control of the center of gravity of the body;
strength endurance-biofeedback training of the sensomotor
function of foot, knee and hips (knee bend ergometer)
» Networking of the device and storage of data for an efficient
execution of tests and training
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